
Sample Solution
Homework 3

Instructor: Otmar Hilliges
TA’s: Tobias Nageli, Liu Zhiyong, and Karthik Sheshadri

Due Date:17/10/2013

1 Introduction
For many applications involving a multi touch table (such as object movement, drawing, etc) it is necessary to be
able to track the path of a user’s fingertip as it moves on the table surface.

Having obtained each frame’s connected components (from homework 2), our task is now to establish corre-
spondences between components (or blobs) in subsequent frames, as illustrated in fig. 1.

This homework explores different ways to accomplish blob tracking. We start with simple nearest neighbor
tracking, before exploring more sophisticated state estimation methods like Kalman Filtering.

A complete homework submission consists of two parts: (i) your finished code and results (ii) a pdf file with
answers to the theory questions. So please hand in every answer to the theory and pseudo-code questions.

Submit your completed package to karthiksheshadri@inf.ethz.ch.

1.1 Skeleton Code
The data structure that holds the characteristics of every blob in each frame is the class TrackedObservation(),
defined as below:

class TrackedObservation
{
public:

TrackedObservation();
TrackedObservation(int id, double* position);
˜TrackedObservation();

// Observation Data
int ID;
int TimeToLive;
double Position[2];
double PreviousPosition[2];
double ScreenPosition[2];
double Distance[2];
ObservationState State;
ObservationClass Type;
int AgeInFrames;

KalmanFilter Filter;
void ZeroTrackedObservation();

};

To keep track of every blob, we maintain a list of objects of this class. The number of blobs in each frame is
assumed to be a constant TrackedObservations.size() (in our implementation, 10). The list is initialised using the
connected components calculated from each frame’s raw image using the methods implemented in homework 2.
To recap, our connected components class looks like this:

class ConnectedComponents
{
public:

ConnectedComponents(void);
ConnectedComponents(Mat image);
˜ConnectedComponents(void);

Mat inputImage; //
input image
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Mat labelImage; // label
matrix

Mat colorComponentImage; // output image for colorful
component display

Mat outlineComponentImage; // output image for component
outline display

int imageWidth, imageHeight; // image size
int maxLabels; // maximum label number
int maxComponents; // maximum components number
LabelInfo* labelInfo; // full list of

label information
ushort* equiv; //

equivalence table
ComponentInfo* componentInfo; // the full list of component

information
int nComponents; // number of components
int nPixelsLowerBound; // minimum pixel number of

each component

int FindConnectedComponent(bool relabel); // find connected components
void ShowComponentsOutline(void); // draw components as

ellipse
void ShowComponentsColor(void); // draw components with

unified color

private:
void ComputeComponentOutline(void);
void ComputeComponentlColor(void);
void ComputeMeanAndCovariance(ushort nextLabel);
void MergeStatistics(ushort nextLabel);

};

Figure 1: An unprocessed input frame (left) and the connected component output (right) with each component
visualised in a different color.

2 Nearest Neighbor Tracking (30 pts)
The simplest way to associate blobs in successive frames is to consider each data point in the preceding frame,
calculate its distance to each data point in the succeeding frame, and assume that it corresponds to the ”nearest”
one, in some distance metric. This approach is called the Nearest Neighbor search. In this question, we will
implement this approach to trace the path of each blob through a succession of frames.

Q 2.1: Decide on a distance metric for your implementation and explain your choice. (5 pts)

Solution: In this context the euclidean distance is the best choice: d(xi, zi) =
√

(xx − zx)
2

+ (xy − zy)
2

Q 2.2: Design a nearest neighbor based algorithm to track each blob through a succession of frames. Also
think what’s happening if there are not alwyas the same number of blobs in subsequent frames. Writh down the
pseudocode on a separate piece of paper which you have to hand in with your final submission (10 pts).

Q 2.3: Examine our skeleton code, and open the file TrackedObservation.cpp. Locate the function Tracking-
Method1(). Implement your nearest neighbor algorithm within this function. Your output should consist of a table
listing the (x,y) co-ordinates of the centroid of each blob, for every frame. (15 pts)

void ObservationTracker::TrackingMethod1()
{
//Your code here
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}

%\textbf{Q 2.3:} You will have noticed that in some frames, the number of
components is not quite the same as in the previous frame. Discuss how you
dealt with this issue in your implementation. (5 pts).

3 Low Pass Filtering (20 pts)
While Section 2 provides us with a basic implementation of multiple blob tracking for our multi touch surface, you
will have noticed that the performance on our test video is far from optimal. Many implementation issues arise, not
the least of which is measurement noise. In order to compensate for our necessarily imperfect hardware, we must
use clever preprocessing and filtering algorithms to clean up our signal. The most basic of filtering operations is
the low pass filter. A low-pass filter, also called a ”blurring” or ”smoothing” filter, averages out rapid changes in
intensity. In class, we learnt that the low basic low pass equation is:

xk = kzk + (1− k)xk−1 (1)

Where k ∈ [0, ..., 1] is the so-called filter coefficient, xk is the new filtered value, xk−1 is the filtered value from
the last time step and zk is the measurement.

Figure 2: Signal Reconstruction: We have in red the original signal and in thin black the signal corrupted with
a Gaussian noise. The green line is the low pass filtered signal and the thicker black line is the kalman-filtered
signal.

Q 3.1: Discuss the impact of varying the parameter k in a low pass filter. What happens as it is varied from 0
to 1? Specifically discuss the cases k=0 and k=1. (5 pts)
Solution: The filter constant k defines the strength of the filter effect. The corner cases are k = 1 there is no filter
effect and k = 0 the filtered value is always defined as the first value xk = x0∀k. The cutoff frequency is related
to α over

xk = kzk + (1− k)xk−1

k =
∆T

τ + ∆T
where ωc =

1

τ
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Figure 3: Bode Diagram of a Lowpass filter. The filter damps frequencies above the cutoff frequency ωc (in the
figure ωc = 1 with -39db/decate.

Q 3.2: Implement low pass filtering and run it on every frame of test1.mov. Record a video of your low pass
output and include it with your submission. (10 pts)

Q 3.3: Experiment With different values of k. Which value worked best for you? Discuss why and write it
down on your additional submission sheet. (5 pts).

4 Kalman Filtering (50 pts)
The low pass filter we implemented in section 3 relies on a weighted average of the belief from the previous frame,
and the current observation. However, it offers no suggestions on how to optimally choose the weight. Further,
the optimal weight is not constant, and varies for each pair of frames.

In order to overcome this deficiency, we utilize the Kalman Filtering framework we learnt in class, to correctly
weight the current observation according to an underlying model of blob motion. A kalman filter is a model based
filter and is also able to estimate hidden states. This means it can estimate in our case the velocity of our moving
blobs.

Q 4.1: The 1D discrete motion equation of any object with given velocity can be written as :

xk+1 = xk + ∆tvk (2)
vk+1 = vk (3)

It is a so-called constant speed model of a masspoint. Write the given motion equation in state-space form for a 2
dimensional movement. Your solution should have the form:

xk+1

vxk+1

yk+1

vyk+1

 = A


xk
vxk
yk
vyk

 (4)

with A ∈ R4×4, vx the velocity in x-direction and vy the velocity in y-direction. Please hand in your solution to
the matrix A and also give a numeric value of the factor ∆t on the separate submission sheet. (5 pts)
Solution:

A =


1 ∆t 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 ∆t

0 0 0 1


with ∆t = 1

30Hz is defined as the time between two subsequent frames. We assume that our camera is running
with 30Hz.
Q 4.2: Since we can only measure the position of a blob, the measurement zk is defined as:

zk = xk (5)
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Write down the given observation equation in state space form for a 2 dimensional movement. Your solution
should have the form:

[
xk
yk

]
= C


xk
vxk
yk
vyk

 (6)

with C ∈ R2×4. Please hand in your solution of the matrix C on the separate submission sheet (5 pts)
Solution:

C =

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]

Q 4.3: Estimate the measurement noise variance of your setup in the x and y direction represented by rx and
ry . Probably it will be close to zero. You can wipe your finger a little bit to have non zero value. Hand in the
so-called measurement noise covariance matrix R which has the form R := diag(rx, ry) ∈ R2×2. (5 pts)
Solution: Your noise should be around 10−3m2

Q 4.4: Write down in pseudo-code a kalman filter. Keep in mind that a Kalman Filter has two steps: predic-
tion and update. The first step involves predicting where the new filtered value will be. In the update step, the
prediction will be updated based on a real measurement. Think about the dimensions of the used matrices. There
are now two variables which are updated iteratively. In the low-pass filter there was only the position x. In the
Kalman filter we also track the variance of the filtered value, represented by P . The terminology is: (k− 1|k− 1)
means updated value at the last time-step, (k|k − 1) is the predicted value at the actual time-step and (k|k) is the
updated value at the actual time-step. (10 pts)

Prediction Step:

x̂k|k−1 = Akx̂k−1|k−1 (7)

Pk|k−1 = AkPk−1|k−1AT
k + Qk (8)

Update Step:

ỹk = zk − Ckx̂k|k−1 (9)

Sk = CkPk|k−1CT
k + Rk (10)

Kk = Pk|k−1CT
kS−1k (11)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kkỹk (12)
Pk|k = (I −KkCk)Pk|k−1 (13)

Q 4.5: Implement now analog to the low-pass filter and your pseudo-code implementation a Kalman Filter in the
code skeleton. The variable Q is the so-called process noise covariance matrix and represents the error which
occurs when we predict. In our case you can us it as a tuning factor. Hint: Q ∈ R4×4, Q = diag(0, qx, 0, qy).

(20 pts)

5 Kalman filtering with multiple predicton steps
Q 5.1: Design and implement a nearest neighbor tracker which uses Kalman prediction to improve performance
over simple nearest neighbor based tracking. Describe your algorithm along with pseudo-code. Hint: think about
what is happening if there is no no measurement for a tracked blob at the next time-step but there is one in the
over-next. e.g. you can predict some time without updating you tracked blob. What do you have to change? when
do you have to use the nearest neighbor assignment code? (5 pts)

Q 5.1: Implement your solution in the skeleton code (5 pts)

Q 5.1: What is a reasonable time to predict a hypothesis (blob) without updating it with a measurement (e.g.
how many times predicting without updating)? Thing about this and discuss why. (5 pts)
Solution: A reasonable prediction without updating is around 3-5 Times. The Problem with pure predictions is
that the filter extrapolates the position using the last estimated velocity. Because we only have a very poor model
of our finger movements (mass point) the model can only be used to predict for short times.
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